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English grammar articles exercises pdf printable full

Article grammar exercise pdf.
It is useful for reviewing articles in English language. The word “idea” starts with a vowel sound, so we use an.) TheWe use the for specific nouns, when we know exactly which thing we are talking about. Here in the first sentence mango is referred and in the 2nd-second sentence, the same specific mango is indicated, hence “the” is used in the
second sentence.Used before large regions, countries, deserts, peninsulas, seas, gulfs, canals, oceans, lakes, rivers, famous books, mountain ranges, groups of islands, famous statues, unique things, musical instruments, etc. Look at the pictures, read the sentences and fill in the blanks with a, an, the or zero article. Circle the correct choice and fill in
the blanks to complete the sentences. Definite article, indefinite article or zero article? Harold is upset. For example, A University. So the article “A” should be used. Fill in the blanks with a or an. We use them all the time, so it’s very important for you to know how to use them correctly!First, be sure to review the page that explains articles.
Definition, Rules, Examples, and Worksheets (PDF) These articles worksheets will help you practice how to use the indefinite articles, a/an, and the definite article, the. Then complete the exercises and check your answers at the end of the worksheets.Examples:A/anWe use a/an for nouns that are not specific, when we can refer to any one of a certain
kind of thing. They are Adjectives and used before nouns to modify it.The Articles “A” and “An” are known as Indefinite articles while “The” is called Definite Article. Articles ESL Printable Gap Fill Grammar Exercise WorksheetAn enjoyable ESL printable grammar gap fill exercise worksheet for kids to study and review the definite article, the
indefinite article and zero article. For example: The scientist had an idea.(We do not know anything about the idea, so it is not specific. For example, Aharsi is the best student in the class.Let’s dive into the Articles Worksheets to learn more about the use of articles.Articles WorksheetQ1) Fill in the blanks with Appropriate Articles (A, An, or
The)Aharsi got _____ new bicycle on his 4th Birthday.Bengali is ___________ easy language.Advik tasted _____ cake that his mother made.Aluminium is ________ useful material.Children, follow _______ rules provided by your class teacher.Uttam switched on ___________ Air conditioner because it is too hot.Have you seen _________________ blue sky?Sarita
went to Canada to study for _____ MBA.Agra is _______ beautiful city.The English teacher read _____ interesting story from the textbook.______________ Tajmahal is situated beside river Yamuna.During Ramadan, There was _____ huge crowd of people outside the mosque.________ Ganga is ___________ river of India.Manasi talked with his father for _____
hour over the phone.___________ apple ___________ day keeps ___________ doctor away.Have you seen ____________ monk sitting there?Swarnali found ____________ egg on the nest.It is ________ honour to be present._____ American sports-star was invited to teach the students.I took _______ toy and _______ box of chocolates to the party.We went to visit
_____________ Sun Temple at Konark._____ Arabian sea has many different types of fish.______________Pacific ocean is ____________ biggest ocean in ________ world.They crossed _____ Black Sea by boat.What’s in ________ newspaper?What’s ______ name of ______ woman in ______yellow skirt?______ beds of that hotel are very uncomfortable.Have you
purchased ________ car you were talking?You need ___________ travel visa to enter Oman.Do you still dream to be ____________ actor?Q2) Use Articles (A, An, or The) to fill the given space before the nouns._________ bottle of pepsi.___________ Sun________ car.__________ ice-cream__________ Paris________ toy._______ pizza________Sahara Desert________
engineer.________ banana________ apple._______ accident________ notebook._________Ramayana_______ airport________ umbrella.________one-eyed man_______ house________ baby.________Vedas________ aunt._________hole_______ library________Pacific Ocean________ table._______ police Station________ university.________ window.________
student._________United States of America_______ book_______ president________ driver.________ honest man.________ orange.________ hour.________ sky________ yard.________ uncle._________ horse________ watch.________ ring._________ one-rupee note.________ computer________Earth________Ganga River________historical
novel________enemy________heir________ HimalayasQ3) Insert Articles if necessary in proper location and rewrite the sentenceIt is honor to be chosen to attend the program.Sun sets in west.Tagore was great poet.What kind of Bird is this?Man cannot live by bread alone.Sandesh always wears uniform to work.May is fifth month of year.Ismat stores her
extra money in box.Krishna makes 5 OMR hour in his work.To tell truth, one job may not be sufficient to run the family.Over last five months more than 400,000 people dies of COVID-19.Taking hot bath could be a good way to relax.That shop sells only best quality.Sky is blue.While there is life there is hope.Can you draw map of Oman?Sumita likes to
live in open air.It was proudest moment of his life.Major restructuring have taken place in oil and gas industry.It is washed by the waters of Arabian Ocean.The acting was poor, but we enjoyed music.water in this glass is not good.Ravleen and Dharini had lunch at school cafeteria.What beautiful park?When I was child, I used to be very jolly.Q4)
Correct the sentences using Articles if necessaryDharini tried hard to get good grade on Hindi test.Mount Everest is the highest mountain peak of the world.Neil Armstrong was first man to reach moon.Who wishes to take a walk with me?He is a honour to this profession.Let us discuss the matter seriously.Delhi is the very costly city to live in.Can you
name a longest river in the India?Lion is a king of the Jungle.He started music when he was seven years old.link to What Are Infinitives? The rules for using “A” or “An” are as follows:“An” is used before a word beginning with a vowel sound. For example, An orange. It is composed of 16 grammar rules with pictures and examples. A or An? If the word
begins with a vowel sound, we use an. Remember that we use a/an for nouns that we are mentioning for the first time or that are not specific. A one-eyed man. An honest man. Fill in the blanks with a an or the. He is having an argument!4. We use the for singular or plural nouns.For example: Jack fell asleep in the green chair.(We know exactly which
specific chair we are talking about.) Eric and Adam are coloring the eggs.(We know exactly which specific eggs we are talking about.) We also use the when there is only one of a thing. For example: The sun is shining today!(There is only one sun.) The vs. Writing Argumentative Essays Articles Letters and Emails More Links English News Articles
Privacy Policy Free ESL Printable Grammar Worksheets, Eal Exercises, Efl Questions, Tefl Handouts, Esol Quizzes, Multiple Choice Tests, Elt Activities, English Teaching and Learning Resources, Information and Rules for kids about Articles Definite and Indefinite Articles ESL Exercises WorksheetAn informative ESL printable grammar exercises
worksheet for kids to study and learn the definite and indefinite articles in English language. So the article “An” should be used. Answer KeyExercise A: A or an? You say: I want a cookie!(You want any one of the cookies he has made, not a specific cookie. The mango was juicy and delicious. For example, imagine your uncle just made cookies.
_________ ring is very expensive!3. Effective for teaching and learning the indefinite articles. The ring is very expensive!3. When we are talking about something in general or when we mention a city or country, we do not use an article.For example: Parties are a lot of fun!(Parties in general are fun.) I went to Australia last year.(Australia is a country,
so we do not use an article.) So, this is how we use a/an, and the in English. He is having ________ argument!4. For example in the sentence “The rose is the sweetest of all flowers”, rose represents the whole rose family, hence “the” is used before it.Used before a particular person or thing or one that is already referred to previously. Then fill in the
blanks with A or AN. __________ rabbit does not look happy!7. John is looking at _________ yellow map.5. Dave is listening to ________ song in his car. A/anThe first time we mention something in a story, we use a/an. 6. Here, the noun orange starts with a vowel “o”.“A” is used before a word beginning with a consonant sound. Look at the pictures, then
complete the sentences with a or an.1. Bradley gave his teacher _________ apple.2. She is holding _________ pencil.3. Emily is in __________ garden.4. There is _________ fountain in the middle of the park.5. They had _________ accident! Exercise B: A, an, the, or no article? Here, the noun hour starts with h but the “h” is not pronounced.Similarly, Few
words even though start with a vowel, while pronunciation, begins with a consonant sound. Bradley gave his teacher an apple.2. She is holding a pencil.3. Emily is in a garden.4. There is a fountain in the middle of the park.5. They had an accident!Exercise B: A, an, the, or no article?1. Index of contents The words “A”, “An” and “The” are called
Articles in English Grammar. --- toys are important for children.8. She is wearing a dress.9. She likes --- books.10. The Definite Article ESL Printable Classroom Poster for KidsA fun ESL printable classroom poster for kids for teaching, learning, studying and practising the definite article THE. For Example, A girl. Indefinite Articles ESL Exercise
Handout for KidsAn easy ESL printable grammar exercise handout for kids with fruits, animals, jobs and classroom objects theme about the indefinite articles A and AN. Circle the correct choice and fill in the blanks to comple the sentences. James is pulling a rabbit from his magician’s hat. The illustrated explanations and exercises are a great review
activity so that you can feel comfortable with these fundamental words in English. We use the for specific things. For Example The Atlantic Ocean.Used before superlatives during the comparison. ________ toys are important for children.8. She is wearing _________ dress.9. She likes ________ books.10. After that, we use the.For example: Anna told Rick a
secret. Useful for memorizing some grammar rules about the indefinite article and zero article in English. After that, we use the because we know exactly which specific secret we are talking about.) No ArticleRemember that in some cases, we do not use an article. Look at the pictures, then complete the sentences with a, an, the, or no article.1. We
visited _________ Taj Mahal in June.2. He is giving her a ring. Now, let’s practice! Exercise A: A or an? Articles ESL Printable Multiple Choice Quiz For KidsA fun ESL printable multiple choice quiz for kids to study and revise articles in English language. Look at the examples below to remember how we use the definite and indefinite articles. Examples,
Types, and Uses of Infinitives (PDF)link to What are Adverbs? We visited the Taj Mahal in June.2. He is giving her a ring. The Indefinite and Zero Article ESL Classroom Poster For KidsA colorful ESL printable classroom poster for kids for teaching, learning, studying and practising the indefinite article and zero article. John is looking at the yellow
map.5. Dave is listening to a song in his car.6. James is pulling a rabbit from his magician’s hat. The rabbit does not look happy!7. Read the grammar explanations and rules. Useful for memorizing some grammar rules about the definite article in English. So, you use a.) The word “cookie” begins with a consonant sound, so we use a. For example, An
hour. The article “The” specifically indicates a particular thing, place, or person and hence known as Definite Articles.Rules for Indefinite Articles: A vs AnIndefinite articles A or An is used before singular countable nouns. Look at the pictures and the words. Articles ESL Printable Multiple Choice Questions WorksheetA simple ESL printable grammar
multiple choice questions worksheet for kids to study and revise the definite article, the indefinite article and zero article. The secret was a big surprise! Rick told the secret to Angela later.(We use a the first time we mention the secret. It is composed of 16 grammar rules with pictures about both the indefinite article and zero article with examples. 1.
Here, the noun University starts with u, but that u is pronounced as yu.Rules for Definite Article: TheThe rules for using definite article “the” are as follows:Used before a singular noun that specifies a whole class. Here the noun girl starts with a consonant “g”.Few words even though start with a consonant, while pronunciation, begins with a vowel
sound. Caroline is running __________ race. For Example, In the sentence, I ate a mango yesterday. Caroline is running a race.

Test yourself with our free English language exercise about 'Prepositions of Location- At & In'. This is a free beginner English grammar quiz and esl worksheet. No sign-up required. English grammar topics with full explanations, quizzes , short courses and video tips. 100s of English grammar topics to help you learn and improve your English. ... Get
immediate access to grammar tests, quizzes, exercises, pronuciation practice, vocabulary building, courses, and an online community all wanting to improve their English and ... Search Printable Kindergarten Grammar Worksheets Kindergarten students must demonstrate extensive proficiency in the conventions of English grammar and usage. From
singular and plural nouns and verbs to prepositions to writing complete sentences and distinguishing between uppercase and lowercase letters, our kindergarten grammar worksheets have ... Linguapress.com is a portal for teachers and learners of English as a foreign language (EFL) and English as a second language (ESL) or English for Speakers of
Other Languages (ESOL). The main aim of this website is to offer a range of free online resources for teachers and students; with over 350 web pages, freely accessible to all. Linguapress.com graded reading resources are ideally … Printable adjective worksheets. Includes finding adjectives in sentences, comparative and superlative adjectives, and
more. ... in this silly poem? This adjective activity includes comprehension questions. An answer key is also included with this printable English language arts worksheet. 2nd through 4th Grades. View PDF. Articles (a ... Use quotation marks to show the titles of magazine articles, chapters, short stories, essays, poems, and songs. " Columbus" is a
great poem. Our homework tonight is to read Chapter 6, "The Lovely Rose Garden. " Sydney sang "The Star Spangled Banner" at the football game. I hope this list of punctuation rules was helpful. We offer a rich variety of grammar games according to grammar topics. There are grammar games like : Snakes and Ladders grammar games, Basketall,
Football, Hangman, Wheel of Fortune, TV Games and more to help practice grammar. Vocabulary Memory Games; Crossword Puzzles Online ; Present Tenses Games. Animated English Videos for Kids, Games... 262022/5
 / · Breaking News English Lessons - 3,210 FREE Easy News English lesson plans. EFL/ESL graded news lessons, news in 7 levels,
current events. Conjunction exercises allow you to see they’re necessary to create complex and compound sentences and to join multiple ideas together. Find some with answers here. Grammar Business English Resources for Teachers View More. The 50 Most Commonly Used Words in the English Language. ... English Learning Tips for ESL Learners
and Classes. English Test Options for ESL Students. Materials, Tips, and Tools to Help You Learn English. TOEIC Listening Practice: Short Talks.
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